I.
Introduction.
Neutron activation analysis of elemental composition of various materials has been and continuous to be the subject of numerous researchers, since it is used to determine the concentration of trace and major elements of variety of materials. Examples of the types of materials that can be analyzed by NAA are cement, oil field, rocks, atmospheric aerosols, minerals, soils, archaeological artifacts, tree rings, dust in ice cores, hair, nails, refractory ores, skin, plant, animal matter and coal (Nargolwalla and Przybylowicz, 1973, Ellis, 1987 Nelson, 2012) . The extensive use of NAA in environmental control and monitoring can be demonstrated by the large number of papers presented at the symposia organized by IAEA in these fields (Hassan, 2008) .These are due to the strengths of NAA which include ability to analyze large number of elements simultaneously, very low detections limits for many elements, small sample sizes (1-200 mg) , no chemical preparation and non-destructive (Nelson, 2012) . These works, though impressive and interesting have neglected the theoretical basis of this technique and stuck to practical cases. The decomposition methods has been shown to solve effectively, easily and accurately a large class of linear and non-linear, ordinary, partial (Evans and Raslan, 2004) , non-stochastic (Such as FODE which is the basic NAA equation and frontier problem in Physics) or stochastic differential equations with approximate solutions that converge rapidly to accurate solutions (Adomian, G, 1994 
Governing Equations
In NAA, samples are activated by neutrons and these results in a nuclear reaction between neutrons and target nuclei (Molnar, 2012) . During irradiation the naturally occurring stable isotopes of most elements that constitute the materials are transformed into radioactive isotopes by neutron capture. Then the activated nucleus decays according to a characteristic half-life; some nuclides emit particles only, but most nuclides emit gammaquanta too with specific energies (Molnar, 2012) . The equation governing these nuclear interactions is given by:
1 where 1 is the irradiated nuclide, is the neutron and 2 is the number of nuclei present at any time t. The activity for a particular radionuclide at any time t during irradiation is given by: = 1 − − 2 equation 2 is the basic NAA equation (Nelson, 2012 represents the number of nuclei (N 2 ) present at any time t according to Utah (Utah, 2012).
Simplifications Of Utah's Equations
The first order differential equations that models equation 1 when Utah assumptions were used and neglected is as follows: 2 = − 2 ; 2 0 = 0 (assumption neglected) 10 2 = − 2 2 ; 2 0 = 0 (assumption used) 11 Equations 10 and 11 can indeed be solved by using integrating factor = = = 
II. Solution Using Adomian Decomposition Method
ADM was used here to solve differential equations 10 and 11 with initial and boundary conditions 
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We now used Force.3 to compute for both Adomian and Utah's equation using 1 day at a time and 2.7 days (half-life) in the Utah's data as shown in Table 1 . We took hundreds and thirty terms of the series for fractionated days and one day at a time to show numerically whether the ADM leads to higher accuracy. The results obtained using force.3 for Adomian and Utah (Actual) is presented in Tables 2 to 5 . We then compared between the present scheme and the actual. This shows that the errors are infinitesimal. The solutions of N 2 from ADM and actual are plotted in figures 1to 4. These figures superimposed, this confirms the accuracy and reliability of ADM. 
